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G. SCENIC RESOURCES
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History
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For much of its history, East Montpelier has been a town of enviable scenic beauty. The town is
situated in the broad Winooski River valley, almost completely surrounded by low hills and
mountains distant enough to provide long views.
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The town has undergone considerable change to its scenic character in the past century; this
includes changes in land use, advances in farm management techniques, development, loss of
trees such as elms and chestnuts (while gaining overall in forested area), and loss of a number of
older structures, including houses, barns, bridges, and stone walls.
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Current Status
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East Montpelier’s gently
rolling topography and rich
soils have sustained a broad
tapestry of fields and meadows
that give the town a distinctly
open landscape with frequent
views toward the surrounding
and distant hills and mountains.
The town’s scenic beauty is the
result of a small-scaled and
intimate landscape of villages,
farmsteads, and homes in the
midst of a varied pattern of
field and forest. In addition to
roadside views, many of the
wilder back lots are familiar to
residents because of their
accessibility by an extensive network of walking and snowmobile trails.
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The average tourist driving through East Montpelier on US 2, however, may have a quite
different impression of the town. While this perspective offers beautiful views of the Winooski
River and the opportunity to visit a classic country store, US 2 is becoming increasingly
characterized by numerous small commercial businesses organized into strip development
patterns. New electrical infrastructure, including commercial solar projects, larger distribution
and Phase 3 transmission lines are beginning to change roadsides as well.
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East Montpelier Village remains an important focal point of the town with numerous historic
buildings. Recent improvements include a town green in front of the Old Brick Church, entry
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signs, new sidewalks, and bike lanes. North Montpelier and East Montpelier Center are also
important scenic focal points.
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Subdivisions in town have most often consisted of a few lots. Nevertheless, this incremental
development can result in eroding rural character especially when they are poorly planned with
houses sprawling across former open meadows with numerous roads and drives that inefficiently
cut up the landscape. By contrast, the Sparrow Farm provides an example of accommodating a
number of new homes while protecting the most scenic and valuable open space.
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Historically, development in the rural areas of town has been located close to roads, with
buildings usually oriented either parallel or perpendicular to the road. Houses and outbuildings
oriented randomly in numerous directions, rather than in tight and orderly historic patterns, can
create discordant patterns of development that are more suburban than rural in character. Siting
development at the edge of valued open agricultural fields or intact woodland blocks, rather than
within them, can help retain rural character. Clustering buildings and structures, reducing
visibility of parking and other discordant structures, and sharing driveways can also help.
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A few significant steps have been taken over the past few decades to protect the scenic and rural
character of the town. Perhaps most important has been the conservation of numerous
agricultural fields, forest land, wetlands, and other significant landscapes that contribute to the
scenic beauty of East Montpelier. The town evaluated the relative value of farm and forest lands
using a methodology called the LESA system (Land Evaluation and Site Assessment). Scenic
values were part of the evaluation system, although secondary to the agricultural and timber
production values of these lands. This systematic approach to evaluating the scenic, recreational,
forestry, and agricultural values has helped the town procure funding from the Vermont Housing
and Conservation Board to protect a number of valuable farms, forest lands, and trail corridors in
town. The town’s Conservation Fund is also valuable, providing essential contributions to these
acquisitions.
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Identifying Scenic Resources
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The following six characteristics of rural landscapes were identified in the 2011 Town Survey as
highly valuable, and are known to contribute to scenic quality generally.
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Village Centers and Hamlets
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North Montpelier Village (Jean Vissering)
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East Montpelier’s village
settlements add diversity to the
landscape and create cultural
focal points. The clear
distinction between these
concentrated settlements and the
surrounding landscape
dominated by open space is
critical to the scenic character of
East Montpelier. All three
villages retain historic settlement
patterns that include buildings in
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close proximity, usually oriented at right angles to each other and to the road. Development
tends to be one lot deep but often a lot includes a cluster of several buildings such as a house,
barn, and outbuildings.
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Historic and/or natural focal points in East Montpelier Village include the Old Brick Church,
C.P. Dudley Store, and the Winooski River. In North Montpelier, scenic resources include
historic old mills and residences, the falls, and the pond. Scenic resources in East Montpelier
Center include the Old Meetinghouse Church and the historic Parley Davis House.
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Each village has a distinct character. East Montpelier Village includes a mix of commercial and
institutional uses along with residential and home occupations. North Montpelier has a mix of
residential and home occupations but has lost its commercial uses in recent years. Both are
located along state highways. East Montpelier Center is quieter and more residential in character
and the village is strongly integrated with its agricultural surroundings. The Center Farm is
located right in the village.
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Rural Agricultural and Open Lands
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Outside of the village centers, most of East
Montpelier is characterized by farmsteads and
residential uses separated by large areas of
fields and forestland. The abundance of open
meadows distinguishes East Montpelier from
other central Vermont towns. It creates diverse
patterns of crop fields, hay fields, pasture,
sugarbush, wetland, and wildland. Active farms
are essential to maintaining these diverse
patterns in the landscape. The 2011 Town
Survey overwhelmingly identified agricultural
uses as vitally important to the town with scenic
character. Protecting open agricultural
meadows to the greatest extent possible will be
critical to retaining East Montpelier’s scenic and
rural character.
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Distant and Middleground Views
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The abundance of open meadowland provides numerous opportunities for views around town.
Many spectacular views include distant mountains such as the Green Mountains, Worcester
Range, Marshfield Cliffs, or Spruce Mountain. Some even include the White Mountains in New
Hampshire. Foreground meadows enhance many views. They are the windows to distant views,
but they are critical to the quality of the view itself. Middleground views often include patterns
of field and forest and sometimes a local natural or cultural focal point such as Sibley Farm as
seen along Sibley Road or from Lyle Young Road.
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Ponds and River Corridors

Butler Farm (Leon Harris)
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Water features nearly always contribute to scenic quality. One of the most important in East
Montpelier is the Winooski River which meanders along US 2 until it veers off part way to
Plainfield and winds its way under the old covered bridge on Coburn Road. Views of the river
are often enhanced by floodplain meadows, but in a few places, development has impaired the
view. There has been recent interest in improving both visual and physical access to the
Winooski River. In particular, residents of East Montpelier Village have discussed the
possibility of a River Walk along the banks of the Winooski within the village. The Kingsbury
Branch through North Montpelier Village offers similar opportunities.
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East Montpelier also has several ponds including North Montpelier Pond, Sodom Pond, Horn of
the Moon Pond and the 6-acre swimming hole known as Coburn Pond accessed from Coburn
Road. North Montpelier and Sodom Ponds also have frontage in the town of Calais.
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Roadsides
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Narrow gravel roadways are an important part of East Montpelier’s scenic and rural character.
Some of these roadways are further enhanced by roadside features such as stone walls or old
maple trees.
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Hilltops and Ridgelines
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Ridgelines are particularly important because they are often viewed from many locations and
provide a backdrop for other scenic features. East Montpelier has some distinct ridgelines and a
number of prominent hilltops. Long Meadow Hill is one of the highest and forms a natural
backdrop for much of the western part of town. Other hilltops provide opportunities for distant
views, such as the high meadows behind Fairmont Farm along the East Montpelier trail system.
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Significant Scenic Resources
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The town values its many scenic views. Specific areas in town with exceptional scenic values
are identified in the table below. All views are accessible from public roads as shown on Map
12. Other scenic areas exist, but roadside views are experienced by the largest number of people.
All significant scenic roadways include at least two exemplary examples of the scenic
characteristics described above. With the exception of villages, all are intact landscapes with
minimal development other than historic homes and barns. All include diverse elements such as
fields, meadows, water features, wooded hillsides, distant views, and/or old roadside trees.
Historic villages are the focal points of the rural landscape and feature many historic structures.
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Development is not prohibited within these scenic areas; however, careful siting, design, and in
some cases screening shall be required in order to protect the identified characteristics of these
views. Foreground areas (within ½ mile) are particularly sensitive to visual impacts. Larger
solar projects designed to serve more than the needs of individual residences, commercial or
institutional needs (villages), an individual farm or a small group of residences shall not be
permitted in these viewsheds. Screening and careful siting of smaller projects will be critical to
protect resource values. (See Energy and Energy Conservation).
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Significant Scenic Views Along Public Roads in East Montpelier (see Map 12)
Location

Description

North Street and
Sparrow Farm
Road

Distant views to Worcester Range, Camels
Hump, and Mount Ellen; foreground
meadows, farm structures, large roadside
trees

Cummings Road

Distant views to SW to Camels Hump and
Mount Ellen; foreground meadows
Distant views to Worcester Range, Mt. Ellen
and Camels Hump. Foreground views to Long
Meadow Hill and Horn of the Moon Pond,
meadows, farm structures

Horn of the
Moon, Jacobs
and Sanders
Circle Roads
County Road
south of Haggett
Road
Center Road
South

Center Road
North

Distant view to east toward White Mountains,
foreground agricultural field and White
Cemetery
Foreground open meadows on both sides of
Center Road with views to the Green
Mountains and middleground hills. Historic
farmstead is on the north side of the road
near top of hill.
Scenic road with several historic farms, a large
sugarbush, mature roadside maple trees,
diverse mix of open meadows and forest land;
views to Sodom Pond and surrounding rural
landscape

Distance
(Miles)
1

Scenic Resource Type
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rural Agricultural and Forest Land
Distant Views
Roadside Features
Historic Farm Structures
Distant Views
Rural Agricultural Land
Distant Views
Rural Agricultural and Forest Land
Historic Farm structures
Hilltops and Ridgelines
Water Feature
Distant Views
Rural Agricultural and Forest Land

.3

•
•
•

Distant Views
Rural Agricultural and Forest Land
Historic Farm Structures

2.5

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Middleground Views
Rural Agricultural and Forest Land
Historic Farm Structures
Roadside Features
Water Feature
Distant Views
Rural Agricultural and Forest Land
Historic Farm Structures
Distant Views
Rural Agricultural and Forest Land
Historic Structures
Hilltops and Ridgelines

•
•
•
•
•

Distant Views
Rural Agricultural and Forest Land
Historic Buildings
Rural Agricultural and Forest Land
Hamlet

.1
1.2

.1

Sibley Road/
Putnam Road

Scenic road with three historic farmsteads and
barns set in an open agricultural landscape

1.4

Intersection of
Dodge, Putnam,
Snow Hill and
Vincent Flats
Roads

Views to east along Snow Hill Road to
Marshfield cliffs and the Spruce Mountain
ranges; foreground pattern of fields and
forests in the foreground with some
residential structures. Views looking west to
the historic Four Corners Schoolhouse.
Distant views to west of Camels Hump and
Worcester Range, foreground open meadows.
A cluster of tightly knit homes and a working
farm with the Old Meetinghouse Church as a
focal point. Open agricultural meadows and
forest land surround East Montpelier Center
A distinct village with historic homes, old
factory buildings, and a former village store.
North Montpelier Pond (partially in Calais) and
Kingsbury Branch enhance views.

.4

.5

•
•
•

Historic Buildings
Village
Water Features

Historic center of town with numerous
historic structures in a traditional village
pattern. Old Brick Church, Dudley’s Store, an
old Schoolhouse (now municipal offices),
along with the Winooski River are important
focal points.

.7

•
•
•

Historic Buildings
Village
Water Feature

Clark Road south
of East Hill Road
East Montpelier
Center (Hamlet)

North Montpelier
Village

East Montpelier
Village
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The Future
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To a large extent, the town has benefitted from a relatively slow rate of growth, along with the
deliberate conservation efforts by many landowners in town. Many of the town’s foreground
and distant views are now permanently protected. As numerous people noted in the Town
Survey, despite living right next door to our state’s capital, East Montpelier enjoys a rural
landscape with relatively quiet back roads. However, owners of larger properties including
existing farmland may wish to sell or subdivide these properties. Moreover, citizens have
expressed a desire to encourage growth, especially within our identified villages and growth
areas. Town residents have expressed interest in providing more affordable land and housing
within these areas. Renewable energy facilities also have the potential to create aesthetic
impacts.
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Growth and development does not mean sacrificing the scenic and rural character of our
landscape. Planning and regulatory efforts, along with occasional financial investments are
needed to guide growth in a positive manner. Implementation of the East Montpelier Village
Master Plan will enhance the visual character of the village, and planned revisions to the Land
Use and Development Regulations will discourage strip development and help protect scenic
views.
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Goals and Actions
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Ø Goal 9.13: Protect East Montpelier’s significant views.
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v Policy 9.13: Development within identified significant view sheds shall not unduly
detract from the identified scenic values, with particular attention given to development
in the foreground (within 1/2 mile) of the viewpoint. All reasonable siting and design
techniques shall be used to minimize impacts on views, including but not limited to: siting
development at the edge of views; using natural vegetation and/or topography to screen
prominent or discordant elements of development, such as parking, storage and private
utility structures; limiting the size and scale of structures; and using Planned Unit
Development to maintain compact patterns that do not encroach on viewsheds.
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ü Action 9.13.1: Land conservation efforts should include protecting identified scenic
viewsheds especially foreground areas.
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ü Action 9.13.2: Provide guidance in the Land Use and Development Regulations for
protecting characteristic scenic resources throughout town with particular attention to
identified scenic views.
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v Goal 9.14: Retain the scenic rural character of town roadways.
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ü Action 9.14.1: Develop and implement road maintenance policies that minimize road
widths and retain roadside vegetation particularly along identified scenic roadways.
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ü Action 9.14.2: Ensure that Land Use and Development Regulations encourage compact
development that protects scenic and natural resources.
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Views of the Worcester Range (Jean Vissering)
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